OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Sub:- Appointment of Shri Rakesh Kumar, ITS(91), Director, Department of Personnel & Training as CVO, Pawan Hans Ltd, Delhi under the Ministry of Civil Aviation - reg.

The Competent Authority has approved the appointment of Shri Rakesh Kumar, ITS(91) as CVO, Pawan Hans Ltd., Delhi under the Ministry of Civil Aviation at the level of Director for a period upto 09.09.2019 (i.e. the total admissible tenure of seven years in both the stints i.e. CSS and Non-CSS posts put together) or until further orders, whichever takes place earlier, with the stipulation that the officer would draw pay in the Grade Pay of Rs. 7600/- or Rs. 8700/- (pre-revised) in the appropriate pay band at the level he is working at present. He counts his central deputation tenure w.e.f. 10.09.2012.

2. The appointment of Shri Rakesh Kumar, ITS(91) to the aforesaid post shall be effective from the date he assumes the charge of the post.

To
Ministry of Civil Aviation,
[Shri Rajiv Nayan Choubey, Secretary]
Rajiv Ghandhi Bhawan,
New Delhi – 1

Copy to:-
1. Secretary, Department of Personnel & Training, North Block, New Delhi with the request to relieve the officer immediately to take up new assignment.
2. Central Vigilance Commission (Shr. R.N. Nayak, OSD), Satarkta Bhawan, Block-A, GPO Complex, INA, New Delhi-110023.
3. Secretary, Ministry of Telecommunication, Sanchar Bhawan, 20 Ashoka Road, New Delhi.
4. Shri Rakesh Kumar, ITS(91), Director, Department of Personnel & Training, North Block, New Delhi.
5. PS to MOS(PP)/PSO to Secretary(P)/PPS to EO/PS to Dir(MM)/EO(CM)/SO(CVO)/Guard file

(Chhatra Mani)
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